INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Conceal Carry Valuables Tote #289-101 & #289-089
Please read and fill out the enclosed warranty registration card to activate your warranty.

Attention: Use code “12345” to unlock part #289-089 with the pushbutton combo lock. Instructions to change the code are below.
PARTS CHECKLIST

Lockbox

#10.7 (4) ¼-20 x 1” Screws

Enclosure

#10.8 (8) ¼” Washers

#10.9 (4) ¼-20 Nuts

TOOLS NEEDED









Electric drill
5/16” Drill bit
Marker or pencil
7/16” Socket and ratchet or wrench
5/32” Allen wrench
Silicone sealant (Recommended)
T-15 Torx (Only required for changing the combo code on Part# 289-089)

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION.
Mounting instructions
1. Identify the location where the box will be mounted and verify the following:
1.1. There should be sufficient clearance in front of the enclosure for the box to slide in and out.
1.2. Make sure the surface is structurally adequate for mounting.
1.3. The box can be mounted through the holes in the bottom or back and can also be mounted inverted.
1.4. Ensure there is nothing on the opposite side of the mounting surface that can be damaged by the drill bit when drilling.
1.5. Check that there is sufficient room for tool access on the underside when fastening the mounting hardware.
2. Using a marker or pencil, mark (4) spots through the mounting holes in the enclosure.
WARNING! Make sure that there is nothing under the vehicle that will be damaged by the drill bit when drilling.
3. Fasten the enclosure using the illustrated hardware included. Use silicone in drilled holes to prevent rusting. (See Figure 1)

Figure 1
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Instructions for changing the combination code on part #289-089
Attention: Use code “12345” to open part #289-089 with the pushbutton combo lock.
1.

Selecting your combination
1.1. Please look at the front of the combination lock. There are buttons numbered 1 through 0. There is also an OPEN lever and
a CLEAR button.
1.2. Select your own combination and keep the combination in a safe place.
1.3. For best results, select between four and seven numbers in your combination. Each number can only be used one time. Do
not use number combinations that can be easily guessed.

2.

Setting your combination
WARNING: Improperly setting the combination is not covered under the warranty. Do not disassemble the lock. Doing
so voids the warranty.
2.1. Remove the lock cover behind the lock mechanism by removing the one torx screw.
2.2. Press on the CLEAR to reset the combination lock.
2.3. Looking at the rear of the pushbutton combination lock from the inside of the box you will see ten numbered buttons with
arrows. (These are actually upside down the way the latch is installed) These numbers correspond to the numbered button
on the front of the lock. (See Figure 2)
2.4. The arrows on the screws are pointing in the direction which the previous codes were set to. (See Figure 2)
IMPORTANT: Open knob must be in LOCKED position before the code can be changed.
2.5. Use a small screwdriver to rotate the arrows. For each number in your combination, apply light pressure and rotate a half
turn so that the arrow points correctly (SET ON) and snaps up. Be sure to reset all the arrows to SET OFF before entering
the new combination. (See Figure 2)
2.6. Check to make sure that the arrow of any number that is not in the combination is pointing the correct direction (SET OFF).
(See Figure 2)
CAUTION: Arrows must point either direction (SET ON or SET OFF). An arrow pointing differently indicates that
it has not snapped up, the combination will not work. Test the combination before locking the lid.

Figure 2

3.

Testing your combination before closing the lid and locking the box.
Please note: This product is equipped with a clutch mechanism to protect it from forced entry. Do not be alarmed if the
OPEN lever turns even if the correct combination has not been entered.
3.1. Do not close the door.
3.2. Make sure OPEN lever is in home position. If not, turn OPEN lever counterclockwise until it’s in the home position. On the
front of the lock, push only the numbered buttons in your combination. If a mistake is made, shift the CLEAR lever and reenter the combination.
3.3. Turn the OPEN lever clockwise to rotate the cam to the unlocked position. If you have entered an incorrect combination, you
can return the buttons to their original setting by shifting the CLEAR lever.
3.4. When you turn the lever, the combination will clear.
3.5. To relock the combination lock, turn the OPEN lever counter-clockwise.
Call (970)564-1762 for Technical Support
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